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The University of Bridgeport offers career-oriented undergraduate, graduate and
professional degrees and programs for people seeking personal and professional
growth. The University promotes academic excellence, personal responsibility, and
commitment to service. Distinctive curricula in an international, culturally diverse
supportive learning environment prepare graduates for life and leadership in an
increasingly interconnected world. The University is independent and non-sectarian. 

— Adopted by the Board of Trustees on April 23, 2004
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It is a great pleasure to report on the past year’s
accomplishments, which have filled the UB
community with so much pride and excitement.
We have cut the ribbon on the totally renovated
Ernest C. Trefz School of Business, welcomed
nearly 4,000 patients to an expanded Center for
Naturopathic Medicine, and reached a total
enrollment of almost 5,200 students – 7.2 percent
more than last year. We have unveiled plans to
open a new residence hall to accommodate our
growing student population, and we will build a
Nursing Simulation Lab during the transition of the
two-year nursing program at Bridgeport Hospital
into a four-year BSN program here at UB. Our
students in Engineering and Business are
continuing to win contests, our athletic teams are
setting new records, and other students are being
tapped for the most selective internship programs
with global brands. Faculty members have
advanced their research in fields from medical
technology to international relations, and they continue to earn significant grants, are named as Fulbright
Scholars, and win other top academic prizes.

Behind each milestone are stories of hard work, strategic planning, and unwavering commitment to deliver
the highest quality education possible. Students come to the University of Bridgeport from the city and
across Connecticut, from throughout the tri-state region, and from around the world to further their career
aspirations, professional development, and personal growth. All told, remarkable students from 45 states
and 81 countries are served by caring staff and administrators and taught every day by a first-rate faculty
who are noted leaders in their fields.

These students have answered a question that continues to be asked by others: “Is education a worthy
investment?”  Some people assume education costs are too high, in spite of the fact that robust research
shows the return on investment in education is significant. This report documents the University of
Bridgeport’s response to concerns about the cost of education: the University’s core values had already
addressed this issue before it became prominent in the media. UB has always stressed access and
affordability, and we plan to stay the course and continue finding new ways to accomplish these ends.

The University’s Global Learning Initiatives (GLI), our online initiative, is helping our programs grow,
simultaneously broadening access and controlling costs. The online platform allows working adults to
complete undergraduate degrees and to seek higher-level degrees to improve their professional
circumstances. While keeping an eye on affordability, the GLI encourages development of state-of-the-art
infrastructure and pedagogy for online delivery. In the online environment, the traditional semester is
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frequently offered in eight-week installments, allowing greater flexibility in curriculum delivery and better
comportment with student needs. Part of the GLI’s mandate is to ensure that online delivery meets or
exceeds requirements of professional and regional accreditors. Thus, the overall operation requires a team
of dedicated professionals working together to ensure broad access to programs, curriculum and
instructional design, and management of student experience. Though the GLI is relatively new, our
experience so far is positive and suggests that the future is very bright.

Students today are juggling careers, families, and a host of other responsibilities, and online education
affords them an opportunity to acquire a college education that keeps pace with their lives and anticipates
market demands. Less publicized, but equally critical to our national economy, is the fact that industries are
struggling to find skilled employees. Consider the athletic shoe market. It is worth $5 billion a year in sales
in the U.S. alone, but companies like Nike need design talent. That is where students like Dale Shepard,
one of our industrial design majors at the Shintaro Akatsu School of Design, who is featured in this year’s
report, come in. As you’ll read in the following pages, he was chosen from among hundreds of students
worldwide who competed for an opportunity to study with the industry’s top designer.

In early November, the University hosted an evaluation team from the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. Accreditation is a voluntary
process, but it is essential, for it demonstrates how the University answers questions related to value. In
that sense, a standard evaluation process becomes an occasion for documenting and even celebrating
achievement. Our preparation for this accreditation visit has allowed the whole University community to
work together and to recognize our accomplishments.

Launching programs, opening buildings, and expanding opportunities takes considerable investment, and I
am pleased to present a budget that is stronger than ever. Gifts from donors also enable the University to
advance. In the past year, the number of donors giving to UB increased by 50 percent, and alumni gifts to
the Annual Fund in particular have grown by 35 percent. A full 25 percent of the university rankings in U.S.
News and World Report is based on the percentage of alumni who give back to the University, regardless
of the size of their gifts. To help UB rise in its rankings, we invite you to continue your support of UB, at
whatever level you find appropriate. Please urge your friends from your college days at UB to do the same.

As I review the year, I can say without equivocation that UB is reaching new heights of excellence. This
annual report offers a summary of those achievements and also serves as an invitation for you to renew
your connection to UB. I look forward to seeing you at a UB event in the near future.

With warm regards,

 

 

 

Neil Albert Salonen
President
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Number of tables ordered for the new Trefz School

Number of classroom chairs purchased for the Trefz School of Business

Cutting the Ribbon at the Ernest C. Trefz School of Business

Excitement began mounting the moment crews officially broke ground on the Ernest C. Trefz School of
Business last November. Less than a year later, on September 9, the wait was finally over as the Trefz
family, friends, and dignitaries officially opened the gleaming new facility on Park Avenue.

There is much to celebrate.

The 1,864-square-foot addition to Mandeville Hall boasts a 130-seat auditorium, more than 20 refurbished
classrooms equipped with wireless technology, and the glittering Raymond O’Hara Lecture Hall and
Jacobsen Wing, which were provided by alumnus and Trustee Thomas O’Hara ’84 and alumna Marion
Heard ’63, respectively.

The school is renamed in honor of longtime University Trustee Ernest C. Trefz. Though he could not afford
to attend college as a young man, Trefz and his brother acquired the know-how and skills needed to open
the state’s first McDonald’s restaurant in Hamden, Connecticut, and many others in ensuing years. He is
currently the CEO of Trefz Corp.

Fittingly, the Ernest C. Trefz School of Business will place special focus on entrepreneurship. It has hired
faculty with corporate experience to teach disciplines in this professional field. Two months after the Trefz
School groundbreaking ceremony, a new online MBA program was launched in January 2014.

“As a friend, Mr. Trefz has supported UB and encouraged its success,” said University President Neil
Salonen. “As a UB trustee, his invaluable counsel has guided the University for over 30 years. As a
businessman, he has inspired many well beyond the boundaries of this campus. We are proud to honor
his legacy and his vision.”
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Number of students enrolled in the new online MBA program

Number of online MBA classes offered



Number of faculty hired to teach new online MBA classes

Number of students taking UB classes online

Logging on to a Brighter Career Path
Mapping the future comes naturally to John Weldon.

For the last 22 years he’s thrived working in transportation (he’s currently a contract manager with the
Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority). His professional destination?

“I’d like to be a CEO of a transit-related agency,” said Weldon. “But that’s only possible if you have an
advanced degree, and I think the MBA is the broadest.”

Getting to a classroom, however, isn’t easy for this exec on the go. Weldon works full-time, commuting
from Connecticut to his office in Lower Manhattan every day. So he began looking into various degree
programs that could be tailored to fit his busy schedule.

UB’s new online MBA program stood out immediately since it would keep pace with his professional life.
Students sign up for two courses every eight weeks, making it possible to complete the graduate program
in just one year. “That’s unique: many online MBA programs at other schools offer four courses in 16-week
chunks,” said Weldon.

“At UB, you can pursue your studies as aggressively as you want without killing yourself. You’re able to
focus more by taking two, as opposed to taking four, courses over 16 weeks,” he explained.

He applied to and was accepted to join the online MBA program’s first class of students in January 2014
and has since finished graduate courses in accounting, economics, marketing, management, and
statistics. As he hoped, the eight-week sessions sync perfectly with his schedule.

Classroom discussions take place via online message boards, and professors post videos and other
materials, too. To keep up, Weldon logs on twice a day—before and after work. “You have to discipline
yourself to keep pace with what everyone’s talking about and follow the material,” he said.

Weldon completes assigned reading and homework during his commute on the Metro-North train.
Weekends are devoted to papers and longer assignments. It’s intense, Weldon says, but worth it. If all
goes to plan, he will graduate in May 2015, just 17 months after he first logged on.





Reaching More Students Through Distance Learning
Online learning is booming. In fact, e-learning is education’s fastest-growing segment, increasing by 23
percent annually, according to studies from BBC Marketplace.

UB has been a proud pioneer of distance learning since 1997, when it launched the first online degree in
nutrition in the country. Since then, our online degree programs have grown steadily. At the end of 2014,
more than 600 distance learning students enrolled in over 250 online classes in eight online degree
programs in a variety of fields, from the health sciences to business and engineering.

This year, UB revolutionized these online offerings with a far-reaching campaign, known as the Global
Learning Initiative (GLI). “It’s providing across-the-board support to bring UB’s family of online programs
under one umbrella,” said Hap Aziz, director of GLI. “Content offered online incorporates a greater variety
of resource materials to be more engaging and to offer a more consistent experience across the board,
whether a student is logging on to earn a dental hygiene degree or an MBA or a master’s in human
nutrition.”

Number of free movies students watched in residence halls in 2013-14

Number of new flat-screen TVs installed in residence halls

Total number of clubs on campus

%

Increase in residence hall population since 2011



Home Away from Home: Residence Halls Thrive!
They came armed with measuring tapes, cell phone cameras, and parents. On April 12, more than 400
incoming students toured residence halls throughout campus. They inspected rooms, checked out the
views, sat in lounge furniture, and even took measurements. And then they got to do something special:
pick their room for the 2014–15 year.

“While almost all campuses nationwide place new students into rooms for the semester based on just
paperwork, we provide our students with the ability to actually choose the room they will be in,” said Robert
Vass, who is director of residential life and student conduct. “They see it as a definite perk.”

Room Selection Day, increased enrollment, and a slew of other new perks unveiled this year are
revolutionizing life on campus.

The total number of students opting to live in residence halls has jumped by 9 percent since 2011, and
dorms are near capacity. To accommodate demand, UB recently unveiled plans to open the first new
residential building on campus since 1968, 46 years ago. When complete in the fall of 2016, it will
accommodate more than 200 students in traditional two-person rooms and suite-style apartments.

“We work to make our halls more than just places to sleep. They are ‘home’ for our students, no matter
where in the world they come from,” said Vass. “The friends they will make in the halls and the experiences
they spend with them are priceless.”

Consider a typical weeknight in January, during Black History Month. Students watched 190 showings
of 42, the popular movie about Jackie Robinson. It was just one of more than 6,000 movies viewed during
the year, thanks to KnightFlix. A new streaming movie service that launched in October 2013, it allows
users to see classics and blockbusters online for free.

During movie nights, films were broadcast on new flat-screen televisions that were installed in all the
residence halls while students lounged on newly upholstered furniture. This May, the first Hall Olympics
kicked off with friendly and ferocious competitions in kickball, dodge ball, and other events. Services and
events like these “don’t simply boost residence hall numbers,” said Vass. “They build camaraderie that’s
critical to ensuring that students’ experience away from home is successful so they thrive in and out of the
classroom.”





Age of Traditional Chinese Medicine in years

Number of herbs that students in Traditional Chinese Medicine master's program
have to memorize

Number of formulae they have to know how to make from those herbs

Number of students training at the Acupuncture Institute



Two Thousand Years of Wisdom, and Growing
Spencer Greene has practiced and taught yoga for more than a decade, but last year he began feeling
limited. “There’s only so much I can do to promote health as a yoga instructor. I wanted to do more for
people,” Greene said.

So he enrolled in the Acupuncture Institute’s master’s degree program in Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) that was launched in the fall of 2013. It is one of two of the Institute’s newest graduate programs.
The other new addition is a master’s in Chinese Herbology.

“What excites me the most about Chinese medicine is its unbroken, cohesive use of plants and
substances to cure illnesses,” said Greene. “It’s very intriguing.”



Green’s not the only one fascinated by traditional Chinese medicine, including the use of herbs,
acupuncture, and Tui Na—a traditional form of Chinese massage. Its practices date back to more than
2,000 years, but increasingly, mainstream medical institutions, including the likes of the National Institutes
of Health and the Mayo Clinic, are publishing studies that show TCM and/or acupuncture can be effective
in treating some forms of cancer, infertility, depression, arthritis—even dental pain.

As more patients turn to various forms of Chinese medicine, demand for trained healers has grown, said
Acupuncture Institute Director Jennifer Brett. “UB launched the Traditional Chinese Medicine and Chinese
Herbology master tracks last fall because demand is growing for acupuncturists to have training in both
acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine,” she added.

%

Percentage of nurses who have baccalaureate training (BSN)

%

Percentage of nurses with BSNs needed by the year 2020

Year UB opened its original nursing school

Number of UB nursing alumni

New Frontiers for Nursing
Meghan Witalis grew up knowing she wanted to be a nurse. Her grandmother Vera Witalis spoke
enthusiastically about her own career in nursing. Meghan listened closely to her grandmother’s stories,
played with her stethoscope, and imagined her own future caring for patients. “I’ve always been interested
in it,” She said.

Vera earned her degree from the School of Nursing at UB, and if all goes well for her, so will Meghan. A
senior at Shelton High School in Connecticut last year, Witalis applied to UB as a health sciences major.

Her timing was perfect.

Soon after Meghan, 17, was accepted to UB, the University and the Bridgeport Hospital School of Nursing
inked an agreement to create a Pathway to Nursing, which launched this fall—just as Meghan started her
freshman year. Under the agreement, Meghan and other UB students in the Pathway to Nursing program
will be accepted to the hospital’s School of Nursing by successfully completing their pre-professional
coursework at UB.

The agreement also calls for growing the nursing school’s two-year registered nursing (RN) school into a
four-year baccalaureate of nursing program—known as a BSN. Pending approval from licensing agencies,
the nursing school would then relocate to UB, which shut its nursing school in 1990.

“UB and the Bridgeport Hospital School of Nursing have long-established records of excellence serving the
community,” said University President Neil Salonen. “This agreement allows us to leverage our resources
to train top-quality nurses, who are critical to serving the community’s health care needs.”

Half of the nation’s 3 million registered nurses (RNs) have a bachelor’s or master’s degree in nursing—a
figure that the Institute of Medicine would like to see grow to 80 percent by 2020. At the same time,



hospitals in Connecticut and elsewhere across the country are changing their own hiring requirements,
mandating that their nurses have a four-year degree. Two-year RN degrees are no longer enough.

For students like Meghan, the Pathway to Nursing ensures that she can follow in her grandmother’s steps
while meeting the needs of today’s patients. “I want to help people,“ she said, “and knowing that she went
here helps me to feel closer to her.”



Thanks to the new Pathway to Nursing program, student Megan Witalis can earn her BSN. She was
inspired by her grandmother, who earned her nursing degree at UB.



%

Growth of domestic undergraduate students enrolling at UB in past five years

Average class size

Degree programs at UB

%

Full-time students receiving financial aid



Freshman Khrystan Pereira toured several colleges but picked UB because of its programs at the College
of Public and International Affairs that help him prepare for a career overseas.



Another Reason They Choose UB
“Honestly? Coming to UB was the best decision I’ve ever made,” says sophomore Khrystan Pereira.

A resident of Naugatuck, Connecticut, Pereira was initially unsure of where and what he should study. He
looked at local colleges throughout the state, and considered majoring in design. But after learning about
the College of Public and International Affairs, he applied to UB in order to major in International Political
Economy and Diplomacy.

“I’ve always loved to travel, and my goal is to work for the Foreign Service,” said Pereira, who began his

freshman year last fall. “The fact that the faculty at IPED are so well-
versed in world issues—you know you’re going to get a great education.”

He’s in good company.

Total enrollment for domestic undergraduate students has soared by 26
percent in the last five years for myriad reasons. Among them: strong,
one-on-one support for students, thanks to UB’s 16 to 1 student-teacher
ratio and an abundance of opportunity. Instead of being handed over to a
teaching assistant as he expected, Pereira quickly developed a rapport
with Dean Thomas Ward, and his faculty adviser, Dr. Nancy Wei, one of
five Fulbright Award recipients on the faculty.

“They are so helpful!” Pereira says.

When he started learning Arabic, for instance, CPIA faculty encouraged
Pereira to apply for a Study Abroad Scholarship, which enabled him to
spend two months at Princess Sumaya University in Amman, Jordan,
which has an exchange program with UB. “I also went to Paris and Egypt
and Abu Dhabi, so it was a good time.”

Meanwhile, back at UB, Pereira has thrown himself into as many activities as possible. He joined the
Student Government Association and Model United Nations and helped to work in disadvantaged
neighborhoods of Los Angeles during Alternate Spring Break.

“The people here are unbelievable,” he says, “I feel so blessed here.”
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Artists featured in 2014 UB Alumni Art Show

Number of consecutive years UB has hosted the Alumni Art Show

Focusing on Alumni Artists
Dallas Molerin doesn’t remember why his father’s boss gave him the camera; he was 10 years old, but he
vividly recalls how attached he became to the boxy Eastman Kodak camera, affectionately known by
millions of photographers as the Brownie. “I took pictures of anything and everything,” he says.

The Brownie was put away, however, when Molerin started majoring in industrial design at UB in the late
1950s. “The major demanded much of my time,” he said.

Work was demanding, too. After graduating from UB in 1960, Molerin worked at IBM for 18 years, during
which time he obtained 11 U.S. design patents. He was eventually recruited by the law firm Cravath,
Swaine & Moore, where he developed demonstrative evidence displays.

The camera, although set aside, was never forgotten.

After retiring and moving back to his native Stamford, Connecticut, Molerin began taking pictures in
earnest. He switched from film to digital, replacing the Brownie with a Nikon, and currently spends every
day on the road, searching for photos. “I like to see what the weather is like and let it guide me,” said
Molerin.

The results—a bent, cragged tree casting its wise silhouette on the bright snow, the unexpected beauty of
a red bicycle frame poking out of a landfill, the soft light of the woods—invite viewers to slow down and
reconsider their surroundings.

Molerin prefers to photograph in solitude but he loves to share his work, and for the past three years, he’s
participated in the University’s annual Alumni Art Show. This year, it was held at City Lights Gallery in
Bridgeport and featured a record number of alumni artists.

“UB has a rich and esteemed tradition in the fine arts, and the annual Alumni Art Show is a chance to
honor this heritage,” said Alumni Director Aimee Marcella. “This year, we had over 25 artists whose work
included paintings, photographs, scrolls, sculptures, and works in mixed-media. Dallas Molerin and so
many other creative alumni truly inspire all of us with their talent, and it’s an event that people look forward
to.”
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Deaths attributed to lung cancer annually

Number of months Miad Faezipour has been developing BreathAssist to help lung



cancer patients

Amount of UB seed grant dollars awarded to Miad Faezipour

Number of articles Fazeipour has published in peer-reviewed journals about her work
to help patients with breathing problems

Breathe Easy



For patients with emphysema, asthma, or lung cancer, the loss of normal breathing can
be scary and highly confusing. Individuals with emphysema or lung cancer who use a
spirometer to monitor respiratory functioning, for instance, can find the device to be
potentially confusing since its measurements have to be interpreted by the patient.

That’s concerned Miad Faezipour, an assistant professor of Computer Science and
Engineering and Biomedical Engineering. For the past two years, Faezipour has
developed a device that more easily provides patients with medical information about
their breathing. This data is invaluable because it helps patients virtually see how their
breath is regulated, providing them with more appropriate treatment.

The key to her device? Smartphone technology, which Faezipour has harnessed to create a portable,
user-friendly virtual relation biofeedback tool—called BreatheAssist—that can instantly detect, record,
analyze, and classify breathing movements.

“I envisioned BreatheAssist to help individuals regulate their breath, which is considered one of the more
useful treatments for patients with breathing disorders,” said Faezipour. “It’s designed as a smartphone
app, therefore it’s portable and can always be carried along with the patient. We have animation on screen
that corresponds to inhalation and exhalation. It’s all in real time.”

To use the device, patients would simply load the BreatheAssist app onto their smartphone, breathe into
the phone’s microphone, and voila!, animated images of their breathing appear instantly on the
smartphone screen.

After years of work in her lab, Faezipour is in the process of finding physicians who can evaluate the
device in clinical settings. “We don’t want to just have an application for monitoring breathing movements,”
Faezipour says. “We really want the application to be useful among patients with lung cancer or breathing
disorders.”

Number of world-class conductors who visited the UB Music Department in 2013-14

Number of recording spaces at UB

Number of hours UB music students practice per week

Number of songs UB music students write per semester

Taking a Cue
Five of the world’s most talented young conductors found their way to the Arnold Bernhard Center this
year, thanks to in an innovative series of workshops developed by the Music Department and the Greater
Bridgeport Symphony Orchestra (GBSO), which was searching for a new orchestra leader who could
connect to audiences.

The conductors—Constantine Kitsopoulos, Jonathan Govias, Eric Jacobsen, Lawrence Loh, and Jacamo
Bairos—were in the running to succeed Gustav Meier, who retired as GBSO’s conductor in 2013.

Jacobsen—who has been dubbed by the New York Times as “an interpretive dynamo” conductor and
cellist—was tapped for the job later this spring.

As part of their auditions, the five conducted GBSO concerts and spent time with UB music majors, said
Jeffrey Johnson, who is director of UB’s music program and a GBSO board member.



“Symphonies need young people,” said Johnson. “We want to see how they interact with musicians and
music lovers in their 20s. Can they communicate to this age bracket?”

To find out, the conductors were invited to spend one day at the Arnold Bernhard Center, home to the Music
Department.

Student and pianist Joel Pacheco was eager to meet with conductor Constantin Kitsopoulos during his
visit in the fall of 2013. Pacheco also attended GBSO concerts to watch each of the five conductors at work
after meeting them at the Arnold Bernhard Center.

“It’s not every day that you have the opportunity to speak one-on-one with a conductor. If you’re part of an
orchestra, they’ll address you and the group,” he said. “But having this opportunity to talk to them was
really beneficial because they’ve been trained not only to say, ‘flutes come in at this time,’ but also when
they read the music, it’s more like a novel to them. Notes are more than black dots on a page. They
understand what the piece is trying to say. That’s how they are trained to conduct so the piece comes
alive.”



Number of students who applied to study with former Nike designer D’Wayne
Edwards

Number who were accepted, including SASD student Dale Shepard

Value (in the billions) of the U.S. athletic shoe market

Number of industrial designers in the U.S.





When Nike calls
In the United States, the athletic footwear industry is worth $50 billion annually, and manufacturers are
searching hard for talented designers to become the market leader in the industry. The problem?

“There hasn’t been a pipeline,” says D’Wayne Edwards, whose designs for Nike, Jordan, and other brands
have sold more than $1 billion worldwide. “You have to understand how to build a shoe, and that’s what’s
missing in college kids’ portfolios. There are no hard skills from a critical thinking point of view. That’s why
they’re not getting jobs.”

That’s not the case for UB student Dale Shepard. After winning a coveted fellowship with Edwards this
summer, the 23-year-old industrial design major at the Shintaro Akatsu School of Design is well on his way
to a promising career.

Edwards personally hand-picked Shepard from hundreds of students from 16 countries who competed to
get into his school, known as PENSOLE Footwear Design Academy, in Portland, Oregon.

For four weeks, Shepard and 19 other students worked round-the-clock to conceive of, create, market, and
pitch shoes that would appeal to CEOs, design directors, and recruiters from footwear companies like
Nike, Adidas, Under Armour, and more.

PENSOLE’s from-the-ground-up approach to teaching footwear design is working. Since its launch in
2010, more than 60 of the school’s graduates have gone on to work or intern at footwear companies
worldwide.

“I’ve never done so much work in my life, so it was a wake-up call in terms of knowing how much work is
required. It was one of the best experiences of my life, even though I was working the entire time,” says
Shepard. “I networked a ton with a bunch of designers from Nike sportswear and got some great feedback.



I would say I’m on my way.”

Number of books UB professors Eric Lehman and Amy Nawrocki have co-published
in past four years

Number of miles Lehman and Nawrocki traveled in the past year to promote A History
of Connecticut Wine

Number of digitized records Lehman viewed to research his seventh book, Becoming
Tom Thumb

Number of restaurants and sites Lehman and Nawrocki visited while researching
their guidebooks

Telling History’s Stories
Oscar Wilde once noted that “any fool can make history. It takes a genius to write it.”

The eminently quotable Wilde would have appreciated what UB English professors, collaborators, and
authors Eric Lehman and Amy Nawrocki have penned in the name of history. Filled with curiosity, no
shortage of stamina, and a keen sense of story-telling, the two have brought some of Connecticut’s most
famous (and infamous, as the case may be) personages to life through their award-winning books.

This year, Lehman kicked off the fall semester with the publication of his eighth title, Becoming Tom
Thumb: Charles Stratton, P.T. Barnum, and the Dawn of American Celebrity. Received with wide acclaim,
the Victorian Society of America called the biography “deeply humane and splendidly researched,” and
named it as the 2014 Henry Russell Hitchcock Award winner.

Lehman presented the expertly researched work on campus in October 2013, launching the fourth
successful year of Necessary Voices, the English Department’s lecture series on the arts and ideas. At
Faculty Development Day in February, he shared his methods for accessing digitized newspapers and
described how archival material allowed him to give readers a clear sense of Stratton, the performer and
the man.

A few months later, he presented his forthcoming book, Homegrown Terror: Benedict Arnold and the
Burning of New London. This book, scheduled for release in January 2015, puts Arnold’s treason in the
context of how it affected those whom he knew best.

He and Nawrocki, meanwhile, released their third collaboration: Literary Connecticut: The Hartford Wits,
Mark Twain, and the New Millennium. As they tell, Connecticut writers feature prominently in building the
quintessentially American voices in fiction as well as poetry. Works like Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle
Tom’s Cabin and Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn are among some of the most significant works of
literature, and as Lehman and Nawrocki point out, Connecticut writers created works that had significant
influence on social as well as literary progress.
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Prize amount (in dollars) awarded to alumnus Kenichi Ebina when he won season
eight of America’s Got Talent

Number of viewers who watched UB alum Kenichi Ebina win America’s Got Talent

America’s Most Talented
It was, by his telling, the most improbable victory. When Kenichi Ebina, ’98, ’00 won America’s Got Talent
on September 18, 2013, the telegenic performer walked away with a $1 million prize, exuding confidence
and creative genius. For those who’ve known him from his days as a UB student, that evening could have
not been more different from his first public appearance at the John J. Cox Student Center back in 1994.

At the time, Ebina was an international student at the English Language Institute. He was shy, eager to
master English, and he didn’t dance. At all.

“I came to study,” he said. But one night Ebina attended a party at Cox Student Center and found himself
prompted to the middle of a massive dance circle. He did a few steps of a routine called Running Man and
earned enough cheers to encourage him to keep dancing.

The rest, as they say, is history. At UB, Ebina began choreographing intricate routines that merged dance,
mime, martial arts, and even kabuki into highly stylized routines that wowed friends and attracted fans. He
formed Soul Beat, a dance group that performed on campus, and in the process, transformed from a shy
freshman into a confident performer. “At UB,” he said, “I found the joy and interest in leading people. I
performed. I directed. I became active. I found my voice.”

The night he won America’s Got Talent, Cox Student Center—where Ebina had taken his first public dance
steps—was filled with students, faculty, and former friends. As they gathered in front of a massive
television, they watched Ebina win the hearts of more than 11 million viewers, just as he won their hearts
not long ago.

http://ubinaction.com/winning/


Number of Fulbright Scholars on UB faculty

Number of countries UB faculty members have traveled to as Fulbright Scholars



Year the Fulbright Program was established

Number of Fulbright alumni who are Nobel Laureates

The Fulbright Five (from left): Professors Yanmin Yu, Mohammed Al-Azdee, Diane Krumrey, Thomas
Ward, and Nancy Wei

The Fulbright Five
Simply put, Fulbright Scholarships represent the most prestigious grant programs for many academics.
They attract the best and the brightest in the arts, sciences, politics, and other fields, and they compete
rigorously for the Fulbright grants in order to study and conduct research in 155 countries around the
world. Those who have been fortunate enough to be named Fulbright Scholars include students, scientists,
artists, and professionals. Many have gone on to become Nobel Laureates.

UB is no stranger to this prestigious award: five members of our faculty are Fulbright Scholars. Chunjuan
Nancy Wei, a professor at the College of Public and International Affairs (CPIA), became the most recent
addition to the group in the spring of 2014, when she was awarded a Fulbright to travel to Taiwan and the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 2015 to conduct research on Cross-Strait relations between Taiwan
and the PRC.

Other Fulbright Scholars at UB include:

Mohammed Al-Azdee,  an assistant professor of mass communications, who completed his
undergraduate studies in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Baghdad. During the Iraq War,
Dr. Al-Azdee served as an embedded reporter for both USA Today  and for Newsweek. His
achievements in journalism led him to the U.S. as a Fulbright Scholar, where he earned his



master’s and PhD degrees from Indiana University School of Journalism.

Diane Krumrey, a professor in the English Department, who was named a Fulbright Professor of
American Studies at Dortmund University in Dortmund, Germany. Her areas of specialization
include Early American Literature, Multicultural Literature, Contemporary Immigrant Literature, and
Native American Literature. She is currently at work on a book entitled The Eloquent Savage in
Early American Literature.

Thomas Ward, dean of the College of Public and International Affairs and winner of a Fulbright
Award in 2013, who traveled to France to gain an in-depth look at the higher-education system,
culture, and society in that country.

Yanmin Yu, who chairs the Mass Communications and Global Media and Communications Studies
at CPIA, is a three-time Fulbright winner. Her grants have funded her research in Senegal,
Australia, Egypt, and Israel.

Number of questions PAI students aced under rapid-fire questioning to win the
Connecticut Academy of Physician Assistants Challenge Bowl

Length (in months) of the Physician Assistant Program

Year Physician Assistant Institute opened at UB

Number of times UB PAI students have won the Challenge Bowl

Challenge Bowl: More Than a Trophy
Hypertension associated with weight loss, sweating, tachycardia, and hypotension suggests what?

What is the name of the enlarged supra-clavicular lymph node caused by metastatic carcinoma of
the stomach?

Hemotympanum on PE should raise your suspicion of ______?

After correctly answering these and nearly 50 other medical stumpers while under rapid-fire questioning, a
team of students from the Physician Assistant Institute (PAI) won the Connecticut Medical Challenge Bowl
this year at the annual Connecticut Academy of Physician Assistants Conference.

The victory at the Jeopardy-style event was both sweet and newsworthy by any measure: the UB PAI team
was comprised of first-year PA students who drew on clinical information, medical skill, and strategy to
walk away with the glittering silver trophy. Moreover, they beat second-year student competitors from
Quinnipiac and Yale University, whose PA programs were established years before the University opened
the doors to the PAI in January 2011. (The PA profession dates back to the 1960s.)

“This was our second year in the Challenge Bowl, and for the new kid on the block, this was huge!” said
PAI Director Dr. Daniel Cervonka.

Challenge Bowl team members Will Bennet, Nora Trachtman, Cynthia Perez, and alternative Jason
Cornelio got to bring home the trophy to UB, where it is on display at Eleanor Dana Hall until the next
CONNAPA conference in the spring of 2015. They also advanced to the national Challenge Bowl in
Boston, where they competed against more than 60 teams.

“We wanted to establish ourselves as a force to be reckoned with in the state of Connecticut. Just because
we’re new doesn’t mean we’re weak,” said PAI professor Stephenie Kunkel, who was the team’s adviser.



“This is the knowledge they have to have to take their boards to be certified to be PAs.”

Admission to PA schools is heavily competitive. At UB, only 40 students were selected out of almost 550
applicants for the Class of 2016, which began their studies in January. Accomplishments like winning the
Challenge Bowl help UB to attract the best and brightest students to the program, Kunkel said.

The win also reflects the PAI’s unique culture of teamwork. “At other schools, they accept more students
than they expect to graduate,” said Kunkel. “At UB we accept only 40 and expect them all to graduate.”
Each class of students is encouraged to work as a team to become experts in a mind-boggling volume of
knowledge in just two years—and they do.

From left:  Jason Cornielo, Cynthia Perez, Nora Trachtman, and Will Bennet with the coveted Challenge
Cup. In an upset, UB’s first-year PAI students beat second-year students from Yale and Quinnipiac.

%

Percentage of student athletes with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better

Number of students on men’s and women’s swim teams

Student swimmer Ruben Gimenez’s time in 100-yard backstroke when he set a school
record in March 2014

Time Gimenez wakes up for morning swim practice at Wheeler Gym



The Smartest Athlete in the Pool
Ruben Gimenez enrolled at UB as a computer science major and a hot prospect for the men’s swimming



team. Since his arrival in the fall of 2011, he’s made a major splash in and out of the pool.

As a swimmer, Gimenez won national championships in the 100-yard breaststroke and 100-yard freestyle
at the 2014 NCAA Division II Swimming & Diving National Championships. His 52.73-second finish in the
100-yard breaststroke in March set a school record before he added a second national title with a time of
43.49 seconds in the 100-yard freestyle.

As a student, he wrapped up the year with a near-perfect 3.98 GPA. It was the highest average on his
team and, as it turns out, among the best among Division-II men’s swimmers for the 2013-14 season.

Because of his outstanding academic performance and athletic ability, Gimenez headlined the 2014
Capital One Academic All-America® Division II Men’s At-Large Team, a team comprised of top-performing
student athletes who have been selected every year since 1952 by the College Sports Information
Directors of America (CoSIDA).

It was the first time a UB student has made a Capital One All-America® At-Large Team, but his award caps
off an impressive academic year for the Purple Knights.

Nearly seven out of 10 student athletes had cumulative GPAs of 3.0 or better. For the thirteenth
consecutive season, the women’s soccer program posted a team 3.44 grade point average to earn its 13th
consecutive College Team Academic Award from the National Soccer Coaches Association of America.
Oscar Pereiro, a senior on the men’s swim team, earned a spot on the national Second Team Capital One
Academic All-America® Division II Men’s At-Large Team. Women’s soccer goalie Julia Hansson was
named to the national First Team Capital One Academic All-America® Division II Women’s Soccer Team.

“There’s a lot of debate nationwide about how well student athletes perform in the classroom compared to
non-student athletes. Generally, the news isn’t great: kids who aren’t playing sports are outscoring the kids
who do. But at UB, the coaches and department are pushing kids to excel in both,” said Athletic Director
Anthony Vitti. “Students like Ruben come to the University to achieve a number of goals, and I think that
drives them to push themselves academically and athletically.”

That’s the case for Gimenez. A few days after he made the All-America At-Large Team, he headed to
Manhattan to intern at Goldman Sachs. And while he’s done well as a swimmer, he says he sees
technology rather than pools in his future.

“There are only about 100 professional swimmers in the world, and if you’re one of them, you’ll only swim
for four or five years,” he said.

For now, Gimenez is happy to excel as a student and an athlete. “But you have to be good at time
management,” he said.

His days start when a buzzer goes off at 6:15 a.m., leaving him enough time for a fast banana before the
first swim practice of the day. Then classes. Then back to the pool in the afternoon. He studies when he
can but credits his top marks to showing up. “I pay close attention in class,” he said. “Plus, I really like
computer science. You can be creative. You can build something.”

This year, for instance, Gimenez designed and built an air-quality monitoring system to test for methane,
nitrogen dioxide, and other gasses. What we breathe, he said, has been important to him since he was
diagnosed with asthma as a little boy. In fact, asthma was the reason he started swimming.

“It’s a good environment; it’s warm and you use your lungs a lot so they get stronger,” he explained. “When
I started, I wasn’t a very good swimmer, but I began to focus on my technique. I got better.”



%

Accuracy rate for FaceChecks, a facial-recognition program codeveloped by UB
engineering professors

Number of companies named “most prominent startups” at Connecticut Innovation
Summit

Number of companies that have successfully graduated from the business incubator
on campus

Number of UB students working with start-ups at the incubator

Growing one of Connecticut’s Favorite Start-ups
Big dreams and bold visions come to life in a small yellow house on the edge of campus.

Known as the CTech IncUBator, the cheerful building houses a high-tech business incubator where
entrepreneurs rely on professors’ expertise and other resources from UB to launch start-ups. Among its
tenants: Alan Dressler, who in 2011 arrived with an idea to create cyber-security system known as
FaceChecks™.

Today, thanks to a partnership with UB, Dressler’s company is thriving.

In the past year, FaceChecks was named one of the “76 companies to watch for” by the Connecticut
Technology Council. Then it won an Entrepreneur Innovation Award as well as additional prize money as
the audience’s favorite start-up from CT Innovators. Finally, it scooped up a Connecticut Quality
Improvement Award, the first state-level quality award given to companies that create a novel product,
service, or process or that foster innovation.

The prizes, says Dressler, “show people that we’re recognized for our innovative technology. It helps to
market what we’re doing.”

School of Engineering professors Ausif Mahmood, chairman of the Computer Science and Engineering
Department, and Dean Tarek Sobh—both of whom are partners in the company, as is UB—are critical to
the company’s success, Dressler adds. The duo, who are assisted by graduate student interns, have
spent the past few years developing FaceChecks facial-recognition software, which is now being tested on
campus. Cameras to test the system have been installed at some residence halls and Wheeler Rec, where
they’re being used to identify individuals who “opt in to the system” for beta testing, says Dressler. So far,
FaceChecks accurately identifies individuals 98 percent of the time.

FaceChecks will go to market in 2016, Dressler estimates, but already “companies call us every week.
They want accurate systems.”

They’re not the only ones searching for better cyber security. President Barack Obama recently called
cyber threats “one of the most serious economic and national security challenges we face,” and facial
recognition firms are competing hard to dominate the market, which is expected to generate $34 billion in
2014.



Alan Dressler’s cyber-security firm FaceChecks, which was developed at the CTech InCUbator on
campus, was named one of Connecticut’s companies to watch for.
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Number of patients treated at UB Clinics in the past year

Dollars donated for the new Center for Naturopathic Medicine

Nurturing a New Future in Naturopathic Care
After months of preparations, more than 150 guests gathered for a very special party: the first annual
Division of Health Sciences fundraising gala. As they dined on chili-encrusted tuna and other Caribbean-
style delicacies, friends and colleagues of UB’s Division of Health Sciences bid on specialty auction items.
Excitement ran high: proceeds from the event would help build a new Center for Naturopathic Medicine,
and by the end of the evening, the gala raised $25,000.

Other donations soon followed. The Wiggins Foundation gave $100,000. Family members of alumna Dr.
Christine Kontomerkos-Ferreira ’08, who died of cancer the year before, donated $35,000 for an intern
conference center and research library in her memory. Students from the Class of 2015, faculty members,
alumni, the Connecticut Naturopathic Physicians Association, and other donors contributed another
$20,000.

In the fall of 2013, nearly two years after the glittering November party, the Center for Naturopathic
Medicine opened its doors. Fundraising continues for the third phase of the campaign, which is scheduled
for completion in 2016.

“It’s been tremendous.” said Dr. David M. Brady, who is vice provost of the Division of Health Sciences.
“The generosity of our donors has already had a direct, positive impact. Because of our new facilities, we
treated 422 more patients this year—and as the Center continues to expand, we expect those numbers to
grow significantly.”

Before the new Center opened, the College of Naturopathic Medicine was limited to part of the third floor of
the Health Sciences Building. Its expansion to the eighth floor includes a high-tech laboratory, new
wireless SMART™ classrooms, and seven treatment and consultation rooms. In a pediatric treatment
room, a basket of toys helps to put infants and young children at ease before they are treated for ear
infections, food-related issues, and other illnesses. For as little as $10, patients receive high-quality care
for a range of acute and chronic issues.

In the new reception lounge, a large giving tree, with names of donors and spaces for additional gifts,
adorns one of the walls. It is a fitting emblem for the Center’s grassroots support and for its mission to care
to patients young and old with plant-based medicines, health, diet, and lifestyle changes.

http://ubinaction.com/giving/
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UB students who volunteer

Amount of community- service hours performed by UB students

Number of students hired by organizations where they had volunteered

Dollars students raised for Relay for Life





Feeding Children Everywhere
UB sophomore Raksha White was perfectly candid. “Sometimes I take having dinner for granted,” she
admitted. “Even when I’m home, and my mom makes a good meal, it’s ‘thanks!’ then I hurry up and eat. I
don’t think about it.”

But White reconsidered what was on her plate in January, during Martin Luther King Day of Service, when
she spent several hours on an assembly line at Wheeler Rec putting together ready-to-cook meals for
hungry kids. They would be given to Feeding Children Everywhere, a Florida-based nonprofit that
distributes meals across the United States and around the world.

The food White and other UB students packaged for delivery would remain in Connecticut, where 14
percent of households don’t have enough money to pay for the food they need. Unlike other food drives,
there was not a single canned good in sight. Instead, packs were filled with rice, lentils, dehydrated
vegetables, and mineral-rich salt. Contents were designed to be easily cooked into nutritious casseroles
that feed a family of four and cost 25 cents apiece. Funding was provided by the University’s MLK Day of
Service grant from Service for Peace, and the Corporation for National and Community Service.

Students split up into teams, working as quickly as possible. “We had a friendly competition to see who
can make the most packets,” said White. “As a team, you want to win, and I was amazed by how much we
got done.”

By the end of the day, 100 volunteers had packed 12,000 meal packs into dozens of white boxes.

Most of the volunteers were students, but one visitor was instantly recognizable: Congressman Jim Himes
(D-CT). Pitching in on the assembly line, Himes seemed to get swept up in the spirit of good-natured
rivalry, too.



“He didn’t just come and stand on the sidelines. You could tell he wanted to come and he actually enjoyed
being there. He helped. He cheered for different teams. He asked us how we felt about MLK Day,” said
White.

Each February, UB hosts an extensive day of volunteer projects during Day of Service to honor Martin
Luther King Jr., but it was the first time volunteers have prepared meals for Feeding Children Everywhere.
(Other projects included making blankets for the homeless, cleaning the streets in Bridgeport, and
participating in a community forum, called Freedom Writers, to write and address topics like social justice,
racial equality, and poverty.)

“It was a huge success,” said Civic Engagement Coordinator Jennifer Turner. “The students built a wall of
food boxes when they were done, and honestly, I think we were all surprised by how much was
accomplished. Twelve thousand meals! That’s enough to feed 48,000 individuals. It made a big impression
on all of us.”

White agrees. Characteristically candid, she said: “I really like materialistic things, but it made me question,
‘What’s really important?’ I stopped spending so much money on clothes. It made me think about how
much food is wasted. You also feel good about yourself and giving back. I don’t know where the food goes
but I know someone will eat. It will make a difference.”

%

Number of donors to UB up from 2013 to 2014

Average gift in dollars to UB

Emily Brady Takes the Helm for Giving at UB
Emily Brady, an expert in academic philanthropy who raised more than $1 million at Loyola University in
Maryland, joined the University of Bridgeport this year as Director of Annual Giving.

Everyone noticed.

Within weeks, Brady launched a Faculty and Staff Campaign and organized a thank you reception at
Waldermere, home of President and Mrs. Neil Salonen, for those who gave. The upshot: gifts from faculty
and staff leaped 40 percent from the year before.

Other fundraisers soon followed: a Valentine’s Day drive honoring couples who met at UB; a Young Alumni
Campaign; an Athletics Department Campaign; and fundraising for the new nursing program, among
others.

By the end of the fiscal year, the number of donors to UB jumped by 50 percent and gifts from alumni to the
Annual Fund grew by 25 percent.

“Emily’s arrival has been like a meteor shower: hard to miss, absolutely breathtaking, and critical in terms
of the future,” says Mary-Jane Foster, vice president of University Relations. “She came on board in
November 2013. By the end of December, giving for the month was $60,000 more for the same time period
during the previous year. Fundraising is critical to any university’s growth, but here, at a time when UB is
growing by leaps and bounds, support from our alumni and the greater community is of utmost
importance.”

Brady agrees. “All too often people don’t believe they can make a difference. They do, and it’s my job to
show them how important their investment at any level is to the University’s future. Gifts to UB this year



have funded scholarships, provided funds for athletic programs, allowed for restoration of historical homes
on campus, and created opportunities for students inside and outside of the classroom,” she says.

Number of meal packs UB students
prepared for hungry children during
MLK Day of Service:

How many individuals fed by UB-
prepared meal packs







Award-winning Outreach
It’s hard to keep up with Jennifer Turner. As the civic engagement coordinator at UB who’s a whirlwind of
energy, she’s started campaigns on campus to raise awareness about domestic violence, coordinated 9/11
and MLK Days of Service, and expanded students’ perspectives on poverty by inviting them to limit their
food budgets to $5 a day for one week.

Turner’s creative approach to engaging students and motivating them to reach out to others hasn’t gone
unnoticed. Gov. Dannel P. Malloy and the Connecticut Commission on Higher Service honored her in
2013, and this summer Turner was selected for the 2014 Connecticut AmeriCorps Alumni Champion of
Service Award, which is given to individuals and organizations who go above and beyond in serving the
state.

“None of what I’ve been able to accomplish would have been capable without our students,” says Turner.
“They are so engaged in service and determined to make our local community and world a better place.”

By her own admission, Turner was “always that kid fighting for justice. ‘We need to save the animals. We
need to recycle,’” she says. College gave her the opportunity to channel that passion, and she joined
student groups who were active in the community.

Those experiences guide much of her work today, and at UB her enthusiasm is contagious. Last year, 50
percent of students volunteered in at least one campaign, performing 55,999 hours of community service.
They prepared over 12,000 meals for the homeless, delivered blankets to the homeless, made dog
biscuits for local pet shelters, or raised money to go on Alternative Spring Break in Los Angeles to clean up
blighted areas and meet with gang-prevention groups. Last year, four work-study students were hired at
organizations where they pitched in as volunteers. “It’s not uncommon,” says Turner. “When employees
see dedicated students who are eager to help, they’re often impressed enough to extend job



opportunities.”

Turner, naturally, isn’t ready to rest. “I would love to see 100 percent of our students involved in service. I’d
love to see a Center for Student Engagement,” she says. “Thanks to social media, young people are more
connected to issues. If you’re following someone on Twitter half-way around the world, it makes it real, and
I do think young people feel more personally connected to global issues.”

Number of playgrounds built by Where Angels Play Foundation in honor of Sandy
Hook victims

Number of UB students who built the Josephine Gay Playground at Seaside Park

Days to construct the Josephine Gay playground

Date the Josephine Gay Playground officially opened

Helping Angels Play
It was bitter cold and rainy on December 6, but that didn’t stop a
dozen UB students from spending the day outside at Seaside Park. It
was the first of a three-day marathon to build a playground in honor of
Josephine Grace Gay, a vivacious seven-year-old who was killed at
Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut.

The students had teamed up with Bridgeport Firefighters Local 834
as part of the Where Angels Play initiative, which invited volunteers
from Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York to erect 26 playgrounds
named after victims of the school tragedy on December 14, 2012.

The bright pink and purple playground was officially opened on
December 11, the day of Josephine Grace Gay’s birthday. UB
students and other volunteers, Gay’s family, Sandy Hook students,
and the news media attended the event, creating a sense of
triumphant hope and love.

Summed up UB senior Tara Drinks, one of many student volunteers who participated: “It was definitely
something we had to be a part of.”

Building the Josephine Grace Gay Playground
Click on photos below
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When Bridgeport volunteer firefighters put out a call to build a playground in memory of Sandy Hook
student Josephine Grace Gay at Seaside Park, UB students immediately pitched in.



UB senior Tara Drinks and friends teamed up to volunteer. “It was definitely something we had to be a part
of,” Drinks said.
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Thanks to Our Generous Donors
This list recognizes each gift given between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014. We regret any inadvertent
omissions and thank all of our contributors for their generosity.

* Denotes annual giving of three or more consecutive years

Ways to Give

A gift to the University of Bridgeport makes a significant difference in the lives of students, while offering
the donor considerable tax benefits. Some ways that you can make a difference are listed below.

Gift of Cash

Gifts of cash may be made with a personal or cashier’s check, or by credit card.

Online

To give online visit www.bridgeport.edu/giving.

Mail or Phone

To give by mail, our address is the University of Bridgeport, University Relations,
219 Park Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06604. To give by phone (203) 576-4542.
Gifts can be made by check or credit card (MasterCard, Visa, American Express).
Please make checks payable to the University of Bridgeport.

Matching Gift Program

Many corporations match employee gifts to charitable institutions. Contact your human resources
department to determine whether your
employer has a matching gifts program.

Stocks and Bonds

A donation of stock by an electronic stock transfer or by gifting the stock certificate form to UB. Contact the
Office of Annual Giving for instructions.

Real Estate

http://ubinaction.com/donors-listing/
http://www.bridgeport.edu/giving.


If you own property that is not subject to a mortgage and has appreciated in value, a gift of real estate to
the University may be an attractive option.

Your Will

You may also make a deferred gift by making a bequest naming the University as a gift recipient in your
Will. If you plan to do this, please notify us of your intentions.

Gifts of Life Insurance

Make a substantial gift with modest premium payments. This is also a good use of paid policies no longer
needed for family members.

Board Members

Officers of the Board

The Honorable Frank N. Zullo, Esq., Co-Chairman, Board of Trustees; Tierney, Zullo, Flaherty &
Murphy, PC

Douglas D.M. Joo, Co-Chairman, Board of Trustees; Chairman, The Washington Times Foundation

Mark A. Fries ’73, Co-Vice-Chairman, Board of Trustees; Senior Vice President, People’s United
Insurance Company

Norge W. Jerome, Ph.D., Co-Vice-Chairman, Board of Trustees

Gordon L. Anderson, Secretary, Board of Trustees; President, Paragon House

Carolyn R. Linsey, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Board of Trustees; University of Bridgeport

Members, Board of Trustees

Shintaro Akatsu ’88,  President, Kamata, Inc.

Diane Allison, Esq.,  Gunn, Godfrey & Allison

Paul Antinozzi, A.I.A.,  President, Antinozzi Associates

Robert L. Berchem, Esq., Principal, Berchem, Moses & Devlin

Marjorie B. Buessing, Owner, True Confections

David F. D’Addario, CEO and Chairman, D’Addario Industries

Mrs. Henry B. duPont, III

Merrill Jay Forgotson, Esq.

Abraham I. Gordon, Esq. ’51,  Partner, Gordon & Scalo

Bruce L. Graham

Frank I. Grow, III, Executive Director, CEO Focus

Sara Towe Horsfall, Ph.D.

Barbara A. James ’74, Director, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited



Nicholas N. Kittrie, KStJ, S.J.D., Chairman, The Eleanor Roosevelt Institute for Justice and Peace

Arthur E. Landi ’74, President, Display Producers, Inc.

Arnold H. Lema ’70

Thomas M. O’Hara ’84, President, International Marketing Systems, Ltd.

The Honorable Nicholas A. Panuzio ’57, Panuzio Business Strategies

Devang C. Patel, D.P.M., F.A.C.F.A.S., F.A.S.P.S.

Neil Albert Salonen,  President, University of Bridgeport, Ex-officio

The Honorable Phillip V. Sanchez, President, Educational
Foundation of the Americas, Inc.

S. George Santa ’53,  Chair, Santa Holding Company

Lambert C. Shell, Sr. ’92, Director Danbury Library

Phillip G. Soaivan ’95, Primerica Financial Services

Pierre Tardy, Scull & Company

Ernest C. Trefz, President and Chief Executive Officer,
Trefz Corporation

Joseph Vittoria, President and CEO, Pez Candy, Inc.

Katherine J. Wojcik, GPC, CGMS, President and Chief Grant
Officer, KWG Grant Consultants

Martin F. Wolf, Esq.

Chang Shik Yang

Life Trustees

N. Donald Edwards ’57

Elizabeth Pope Frank
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Eleonora W. McCabe

Richard L. Rubenstein, Ph.D.

$25,000 and above
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Klein Family Foundation Inc.

Byron Knox

Konica Business Machines USA, Inc. *

Drs. David and Anita Kraft *

Arthur E. Landi ‘74 *

Lanese Construction Inc *

Drs. James and Shereen ‘08 Lehman *

M. Walter Levine ‘04 *

Brian Lim ‘96 and Chika Honjo ‘12

MacKenzie Painting Co. *

Marcum LLP *

S. Edward Marder Family Foundation *

Lillian M. Nash ‘97, ‘01 *

Christina T. Oates

The Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine Center *

Pez Candy Inc *

Donna M. Phillips *

Thomas B. Price

Procter & Gamble Fund *

R-T Specialty, LLC *

Louis Radler ‘53

Neil and Rebecca Salonen *

Hermann R. Schaefer ‘71

Securitas Security Services USA, Inc. *



Spectrum Floors Incoporated

James H. Swain ‘75

Tarantino’s Landscaping Inc.

Tierney, Zullo, Flaherty & Murphy, PC *

Raymond W. Todisco ‘80 *

Christian J. Trefz *

Trefz Corporation

Tri State Construction Services LLC

United Technologies Corporation *

UNICCO Service Company *

US Didactic Inc

Hans van der Giessen, Ph.D. ‘68 *

Elizabeth Vancho

Vaz Quality Works LLC *

Virtual Procurement Services

Joseph Vittoria *

The Vranos Family Foundation

Xinlong Weng, Ph.D.

Martin F. and Hinda Wolf *

Frank N. Zullo, Esq. *

up to $999

A/V Davey *

Omar F. Abuzaghleh ‘07

Akinbowale O. Adekeye ‘02

AIG, Inc.

Shintaro Akatsu ‘88

Janet and Martin Albert *

Anton Alder

James E. Allen ‘64



Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. *

Ernest T. Amaral ‘55

Gordon L. Anderson, Ph.D. *

Professor George Andreopoulos and Professor Giuliana Campanelli-Andreopoulos

Andrea M. Andrews ‘06, ‘08 *

Anonymous

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield *

Jaime J. Antunes

Virginia R. Arndt

Miguel A. Arroyo ‘07

Nicole Arvanites

Marilyn A. Arvoy ‘82

AT&T Foundation *

Automated Services, LLC

Lindsay Averill

Newsha Azizi

Alison Bai

Joseph S. Bakach ‘73

Marie A. Bakitas, DNSc, APRN, FAAN ‘80

Peter C. Ballotta ‘69

Marianne T. Baril ‘82

Buket D. Barkana, Ph.D.

Barrett Outdoor Communications *

Ed Bass ‘83

Patricia Battistelli ‘82

Eugene Bauchner ‘70 and Roberta Storino Bauchner ‘68

Melanie Bean

Frank P. Beardsell ‘67

John Bellardino



Maryann Belta

William Bennnett

Karen M. Bente

Claire L. Bergin ‘78

Jerry L. Berkowitz ‘70

Ronald G. Berry, Ph.D. ‘72

Jong Hwa S. Bessell ‘11

William Bevacqua ‘55 *

Leonard Bianco ‘73

Kalin Bilides

Susan N. Birge, Ed.D ‘90, ‘96

Black Rock

Nancy L. Blackwell-Todd ‘79

Richard E. Blank ‘75

Cheryl C. Blankenship, D.C. ‘04, ‘08

Ira W. Bloom

James B. Boland ‘66 *

Kyle Bonura

Adele Cappucci Booth ‘76

Brittany Booth

Richard A. Booth ‘63 *

Douglas A. Bora ‘75 *

Greg Boris, M.D.

Steven R. Bouchard ‘09

Susan Bounds

Kristen Bova

Samuel G. Boyarsky ‘51

Steven ‘06 and Colleen ‘09 Boyd

Christopher Q. Brady



Emily Brady

Robert Brancat

Craig Brancato

Gloria Braunberger-Christensen ‘05

Charles G. and Keiko Breland

Eli Y. Brello ‘59 *

John R. Brescia ‘56 *

Jennifer Brett, N.D. ‘06 *

William ‘62 and Susanne Brew *

Richard W. Brewer ‘73

Hester Laura Broad ‘62, ‘65

Tracy Brockman-Diaz

Donna S. Brosler ‘61

Dennis ‘86 and Mary ‘66 Brotherton *

Raymond T. Bryk ‘74

Benita Y. Bryant ‘78

Marjorie B. Buessing

Bjorn N. Burke ‘05

LaVerne N. Burzynski ‘74, ‘91 *

Sabrina Butler

Susan Butler

Sidney B. Buxton ‘74

Sau H. Cai ‘82

Michele Calabrese

Jaime Camacho

Kelly Campion-Socol *

Robert Cantor

David Canuel *

Captain’s Food Mart



Caraluzzi’s Market Fund

M. J. Carlberg ‘53

Anthony and Janet Carroll ‘52, ‘75, ‘77 Memoli *

Domenic W. Casablanca

Mary Casden

Angel Castrro

Patricia V. Cervone ‘80

Daniel Cervonka

Chelsea Piers Connecticut, LLC

Child & Adolescent Health Care Associates, P.C.

Tasso A. Chirogianis ‘62

Manish K. Chowdhary ‘00

Donna ‘76 and Frank ‘78 Chudy

David A. Chura ‘87

Thomas Citerella ‘69

Edmund ‘60 and Raynette ‘56 Clark *

Victoria Clark

Charles E. Cleveland

Deirdre M. Cloonan ‘14

John A. Cochran ‘51

Chelsea Coffey

Ann and Mitchell Cohen

Lewis Cohen ‘64

Laurence P. Comden ‘62

Connecticare Inc.

Connecticut Society of Certified Public
Accountants

Ermelinda A. Contaldi ‘77

Allen Cook, Ph.D. and Joyce Cook, Ph.D.



Margaret T. Cooney

Deborah B. Cooper ‘74, ‘78

Alexandra Q. Cotter

Daniel B. Cox ‘87

Cortese Restaurant Inc.

Lincoln W. Craighead

Ronald L. Crawford ‘68 *

Kelly Crimi

Arthur C. Croft ‘83

Gregory Crosby

Crystal Rock Spring Water

CT Pest Elimination, Inc. *

Asheke Culzac ‘09

Thomas A. Cupo ‘61 *

Christine Curley

David F. D’Addario

Lisa B. D’Alton ‘94

William A. D’Amato ‘71

Sandy D’Andrea

Wayne D’Andrea

Ann ‘53 and Leigh ‘55 Danenberg

Shadin T. David

Cortney Davis

Joanne S. Davis, RN, MS, MBA ‘76

Angela De Girolamo ‘78, ‘81 *

Autumn E. DeGroat

Marco De Palma ‘94

Martha ‘64 and William ‘64 Dean

Joyce S. DeCesare ‘83



Anthony J. DelVisco ‘62 *

Anna M. Demeter

Danielle DePeau

Henry N. Diamond *

Maryellen ‘67 and Paul ‘65, ‘68 Diana

Johnny Diaz

Marlene Diaz ‘13

Debbie and Harold Dietz

Digital Warehouse

Anthony ‘68 and Joanne DiMaso *

Edgar F. DiRaimo ‘69

Colby Dodd

Henry J. Dominioni

Cece and Mike Donoghue

Kevin Donovan

Niccolo N. Donzella ‘72

Harold J. Doran ‘69

Cheryl A. Dorfman ‘65, ‘69 *

Anne-Fried Drath ‘09, ‘11

Stanley H. Drucker ‘52

Dudley Patromen’s Association

Melissa Dukich

George P. Dutchick, D.D.S. ‘68

EBMIT Soultions

Paul B. Edelberg

Sharon G. Efron, RDH ‘79

Christina Eigel

Theodore F. Eldracher

Emanuel B. Elfenbein ‘72



Salvatore S. Elmo ‘83

Chris Eseppi

Executive Solutions Group

Joseph Fabry ‘66

Fairfield Inn by Marriott *

Aida ‘89 and Clodomiro ‘89 Falcon*

Albert N. Falcone ‘51 *

Vincent J. Falcone ‘60, ‘64 *

Fredric A. Farber ‘64

Douglas ‘82 and Diane ‘83 Farrington

Michael Fay ‘83

Marianne E. Federici ‘84

Paul ‘61 and Sandra Feeley *

Larry Feldman ‘71 *

Donald J. Ferguson ‘64, ‘65

Richard Fewell ‘79

Bruce Fichandler

Douglas A. Fichtel ‘71

FICO

Jacqueline Finkeldey

Trent Fisher

Stephen J. Fitzgerald

Joan E. Florczak *

Peter F. Flynn, Ph.D. ‘63 *

Steven Follette

Curtis R. Forbes ‘81

Merrill J. Forgotson

Angelo Framularo

Gloria M. Francesconi ‘72 *



Maryann C. Franchella

Brandy ‘73 and Lionel ‘73 Frank

Susan Marie Frank

Theresa A. Frascarelli ‘75

E. Fraser-Costa

Randy S. Freeman ‘71

Fresh Concepts, LLC

Stephen M. Frohn ‘75

Matthew F. Funk, D.C. *

David A. Furman ‘68 *

Barbara A. Gabianelli *

Wendy L. Gabriel *

Denise Gagne-Kurpiewski ‘99

Rose A. Galiger, Ph.D.

Wendy M. Garcia, RDH, EdD ‘74, ‘04, ‘11 *

Thomas L. Gargiulo ‘63

GE Foundation *

Marvin Gelfand ‘55

Jill W. Genson ‘72

Edward V. Geist *

Lawrence Giesman ‘73

Benjamin Gilbert

Terry H. Gillenwater, D.C. ‘10 *

Lou Ann Giunta ‘95

Gerald S. Gold ‘78

Daniela Goldenberg

Gail and Norman Goldman

Arthur Goldsmith ‘74 and Janis Kaufman ‘74, ‘75, ‘92

Jeffrey A. Goldwasser ‘70 *



Simone F. Goncalves ‘11 *

Christopher Good, D.C.

Arthur M. Goodman ‘64, ‘72 *

Abraham I. Gordon ‘51, ‘84 *

Anthony A. Gordon ‘69

Maureen Denise Gore ‘06

Frances Goscinski

Charles J. Grady ‘61

Don and Mary Louise ‘91 Graf

David J. Graham ‘76 *

Toby Ulman Grandberg ‘65 *

James H. ‘71 and Karen Gray *

Daniel J. Greaney ‘50 *

Laura ‘81, ‘83, ‘04 and Brian Greco

Babatunde O. Green ‘83

Robyn Greenspan ‘04, ‘07

Karen Grinthal

Frank and Gay Grow

Patricia V. Gruden ‘82

Diane Guido

Anthony T. Guiterman ‘79 *

Don Hacker, D.C.

John K. ‘80 and Dallas ‘80 Hair

Laura Haker

Dennis J. Hallahan ‘60

John ‘79 and Suzanne ‘76 Hangasky

Brittany Hannon

Christopher Hansen

Edward J. Hardy ‘62 *



Richard C. Harper *

Sharon Harper

Wende C. Harper

Dr. Myrna F. Harrison ‘58

Jordan L. Haskins

Alex Hayden

Stephen E. Healey *

Health for Life Clinic Inc.

Ludwig H. Hellwig ‘49

Christine D. Hempowicz, Ed.D. ‘99, ‘10

Geoff and Karen Henry

Bradley Herold

Eleonore M. Herschberger ‘08 *

Kaitlyn Hertford

Colleen Hickey

Betty M. Hill ‘76

Cheryl ‘74, ‘75 and Jerrold ‘75 Hirsch

Matthew F. Hislop

Mable Hoffler-Page ‘90

Jann and Joe Hoffman

Jerome L. Hojnacki ‘71

The Hollander Foundation

Milton B. Hollander

Harry B. Hollis ‘71 *

Richard J. Hopkins

Sara Towe Horsfall, Ph.D.

Katherine A. Hossofsky ‘68 *

Marla S. Howard *

Sumner Howard ‘79



XiaoXia Huang ‘10

Mitchell O. Hubsher, N.D. ‘03

Sunni M. Hudy *

Charles S. Huestis ‘59

Emmett J. Hughes, D.C. ‘97

John A. Hull ‘73

Carol D. Hunter ‘70

George W. Hyatt ‘51

Marie D. Iannazzi ‘87

IBM Corporation *

Innovative Engineering Services, LLC

Elsie Interlini

International Soccer & Rugby Imports, LLC

Thomas Irrera *

IUPAT

Donald N. Ivanoff ‘83

Michael Jacaruso

Howard Jack, Jr. ‘62

Mindy Jackel ‘76 *

Neil Jacobs

Reynold Jaglal

Ann Myrece James ‘68 *

Gerald J. Janosko ‘76, ‘84

Michael S. Jelormine ‘72

Norge W. Jerome, Ph.D. *

Terri L. Joffe ‘82 *

Victoria N. Johnson ‘62

P. Ellen K. Jost ‘73

Charles Kallay ‘90, ‘91



Carol J. Kammer ‘61

Henry C. Kapteina ‘72

Deborah Davenport Karol ‘73

David and Dale Karp Family Charitable Fund

Rachel Katz

Alison M. Kelly ‘74

John ‘58 and Judith ‘57 Kenney

Jeffrey T. Kiernan ‘68, ‘75

Ellen L. King ‘76

Nicholas N. Kittrie, K St J, S.J.D.

David E. ‘71 and Sharon A. ‘68, ‘71 Klebe *

Kateri P. Klesyk ‘10, ‘14

Doug Kline ‘72

Kenneth A. Kline, Ph.D. ‘69 *

Barbara F. Kmetz, Ed.D. ‘01

David S. Kohn, Ph.D. *

Vladimir V. Korobov ‘96

Marsha Endahl Kramer ‘86

Abigail Krause

Edward J. Krygier ‘79

Lam Research Corp.

Mindy E. Langer ‘82

Paulo E. Laranetto

David H. Larson, Ph.D. ‘65, ‘67 *

Sally A. Laufer ‘67

William D. Lay

Ellen Le

Tuan N. Le ‘87 *

Thomas P. Leahy ‘64 *



Matt and Wendy Lecker

Glory Ledbetter

Ann M. Lee, N.D. ‘10 *

Leete, Kosto & Wizner, LLP

Letizia E. Lettieri-Morales ‘13

Arnold H. Lema ‘70

Neal Lewis, Ph.D.

Lawrence and Joyce ‘60 Light *

Carolyn Linsey, Esq.

Michael Lipsett

Adele H. Liskov ‘63, ‘72

Ken Liu

Lloyd Table Company

Cynthia A. LoCascio ‘81

Victoria Loe ‘76 *

Youngil E. Loew

Kenmore Lore ‘72 *

Marcia ‘76, ‘01, ‘11 and Bruce ‘76, Lorentzen

Nick Loussides ‘78

Tanial D. Lowe ‘13

Carmela Luzi

David Maffei

Donna C. Maggio Barna ‘73

Michael R. Mandel

Mark T. Mannette ‘83

Dr. Gary M. Mantell ‘73

Aimee R. Marcella ‘12

Denise Marchese

Kathleen A. Marini ‘12



Philip and Phyllis ‘60 Marsilius

Yvonne M. Martin ‘84

Janice DeLia Martinez ‘70

Carole Lombardi Masci ‘65

Tonye Masse

Match Saves LLC

Benjamin F. Mathews ‘63

George Matthew ‘70

John J. Mayer ‘74

Brian McCambley

Carolyn McCann

James McCurry ‘72

Susan E. McGahan ‘87

Raymond McGuire ‘59

Rory P. McGovern, Ed.D. ‘80

Jeannette D. McGowan ‘59

Merck Partnership for Giving

Joseph W. Messineo ‘58

MetLife Foundation *

Alaina Miele

Joseph ‘64 and Elaine ‘64 Miletta *

Angelo Minei ‘60 *

Jevgenija ‘05 and Laurynas ‘96 Misevicius

Kristen Mitchell

William G. Modzeleski ‘67

Jean Moffitt

Jerry A. Mohn ‘71

Michael Moi ‘01, ‘13

Rachel Mooers



Sheridan L. Moore ‘75, ‘78 *

Tom Q. Moore ‘56

Jennifer and Herb Moorin

Adriana Mora

Barbara ‘75 and Michael ‘75  Moran

Kenneth Moulden ‘49

Patricia Mulcahy-Ernt

Danielle Munday

Lisa M. Muolo Hayes ‘84

William S. Murphy *

Madeline Baulkwill Musgrove ‘40 *

Irwin H. Nabel ‘95

Rosann Naclerio ‘66

Jason M. Nall ‘14

John Napolitano

National Protective Systems

Cecilia Neumann

The New York Community Trust

Hieu Nguyen

John Nicholas

Paul C. Nicholas ‘74

Aquila J. Noble ‘94

Northeast Baseball School Community Inc.

Judy ‘58 and William ‘59 Norwood

Lori Noto, Ph.D.

Craig J. Novak ‘77 *

Maureen R. O’Brien ‘81

Rebecca A. O’Connell ‘12

Kenneth J. O’Connor ‘65



Catherine O’Sullivan

Phyllis O’Neil

Edina and David ‘12 Oestreicher *

Alane M. Okun ‘72

Elliott B. Oldak ‘66

Adam Olsen

Alyssa M. Olsen

Caitrin M. Olson

Lorraine A. Olson ‘75

Judith D. Oppenheim ‘63

Paul D. Oram ‘85

Beverly ‘64 and Theodore ‘64 Orenstein

Larry ‘07 and Betsy ‘10 Orman

Mariana E. Ornaf ‘14

Donna Oropall ‘07

Ann Owens ‘90

Sarah E. Palleschi ‘14

Jani Macari Pallis, Ph.D.

Everett H. Palmer ‘62

Nicholas A. Panuzio ‘57, ‘07 *

Tanya D. Parker ‘09, ‘12

Paula-Ann Pastore-Quezada ‘03, ‘05

Hemal Patel

Nikita Patel ‘10

Marie R. Paulis ‘08, ‘10

Matthew J. Pavelek

Margaret C. Payne ‘78

Kenneth S. Pearl ‘72

Karissa Peckham



Pellegrini Jewelers

H.O. Penn Machinery Company, Inc.

Lewis W. Pennell ‘70, ‘75 *

Cynthia M. Perez

Diane A. Perna ‘61, ‘63 *

Martha E. Petersen

Cassie Petit

Michele P. Pia ‘78

Claudette Pinede ‘74

Lewis E. Pfeiffer ‘54 *

Richard Pinola

Joel J. Plaskon, MBA ‘71 *

Thomas J. Player ‘72

Cheryl Plumb

Elaine ‘70 and Norman ‘62 Pollack

Joseph P. Posluszny ‘84

Nedina Possenti

Barbara Stasilowicz Pozucek ‘61

Gail E. Prelli

Marcia Prenguber

Mark Primavera

Keith Pritchard ‘66

Raymond A. Prunier ‘47

Melitha Przygoda, Ed.D. ‘90, ‘03 *

Pullman & Comley, LLC *

Denise L. Pundy

Donald J. Putrimas ‘75

Claudia A. Queen ‘72

Carol A. Raff ‘68



James P. Ralabate

Ralph N Rich’s, Inc.

Steven M. Rashba

Michael D. Rastelli ‘93

Roxie L. Ray ‘94, ‘98 *

Real Integrated Systems, Inc. *

Keith L. Reamer ‘82

Paula Hoffman Rebak ‘62 *

George J. Rehkamp ‘12

Nicole Rensko

Fred Ribeck ‘67

Mitchell Reid ‘83 *

Ralph L. Ricciardelli ‘76

Ronald Richardson ‘57

Mary Lou Rinaldi ‘75

Laurel L. Risom, RDH, MPH ‘77

James J. Ritchie ‘63 *

Carol Rittner RSM

Harlon L. Robinson ‘76 *

Janice S. Robinson ‘73

Edward J. Rock ‘72

Allan Ronen

John J. Roney

Craig Ronson

Kevin P. Rooney

Irving Rosario

Anthony Ross

Thomas F. Rowland ‘87

Richard L. Rubenstein *



David D. Ruggiero ‘80

Jeffrey Rummel ‘79

C. S. Ryan *

Emily Ryan

Janette E. Ryan ‘82

Joseph F. Ryan

Anita J. Sagarese ‘67 *

Adolia ‘69 and Charles ‘73 Sala

Michael Salvagno ‘72 *

Jaclyn Salzillo

Lois A. Saman ‘66

Kathryn Samuelson

Amb. Phillip V. Sanchez

Mary Lou S. Sanders ‘57 *

S. George Santa

Balasubramanian Santhanam

Richard Saporito

Edward M. Schneider ‘62 *

Lynn ‘84 and Michael ‘84 Schneider

David ‘63 and Doris ‘63 Schoenfarber

Richard L. Schultz ‘50 *

Dale A. Seiler ‘64 *

Harvey L. Seltzer ‘53

David R. Semosky ‘66

Andrew Seperack

Service Management Group

Charles Severo

Iris Cook Seymour, Ph.D.

Shahin Shaikh



Charline and Tony Shaw

Jacqueline J. Shea ‘74

Lambert C. Shell ‘92, ‘09

Carol ‘70 and James ‘70 Sheridan

Barbara Mihalk Sherman ‘66 *

Dr. Paul R. Sherman *

Frances ‘69 and Gordon ‘72 Shogren

Mark Shornick

Shoreline FC CT LLC

Marlene F. Shyer ‘54

Karen Siclare ‘02

Caren J. Silhavey ‘72 *

Karen A. Simmons ‘70

Suzette G. Simpson ‘75

Ann ‘74 and Robert Singletary *

Gregory Skelly

Janet Skwiersky ‘71, ‘75

Morgan Smigler

Alicia ‘87 and David ‘87 Smith

Howard Smith

Lincoln Smith

Susan Smith

Denise R. Spada-Bargo ‘11

Hugh D. Spurgin

Phillip G. Soaivan ‘95 *

Tarek M. Sobh *

Jeffrey Solomon

William Pitt Sotheby’s International Realty

Southbury Women’s Club



Viola J. Spinelli

Ronald E. Stach ‘64

Stamford Media Center & Productions LLC

Tammie-Lynn S. Stanley ‘05

Dr. Lori Stargrove and Dr. Mitchell Bebel

Susan Steffanci

Matthew Steiger ‘91 *

Naomi Steinfeld

Lola Fattibene Stephanic ‘53

Kevin Stetter

Stephanie Stewart

Robert M. Stilson ‘74 *

George B. Stowell ‘83

Sandra A. Stramoski ‘77, ‘06

John ‘69 and Rosemary ‘76 Stratton

Kristen Stride

Patrick Stroh

Student American Dental Hygiene Association

Robert W. Stumpek ‘59

Sunburst Enterprises, LLC

Marilyn C. Sutcliffe ‘57 *

Thomas Sweeney

Yolanda Szakacs ‘88 *

Mark E. Taafel. PAC, MP-AS

Roberta K. Tager ‘84

Karen ‘77 and Paul ‘77 Tamul *

Edward R. Tarczali ‘63

Pierre M. Tardy ‘73

Ryan Taylor



Hal Tepfer ‘78

David Terfera

Justin Thomas

Stephenie Torre

Towers Watson

Nora Trachtman

Trumbull Marketing Group LLC

Sara B. Tsantes ‘13

Medeia Tsnobiladze, N.D. ‘08

Andrew Turczak

U.K. Elite Soccer, Inc.

Janis M. Umschlag ‘72

Universal Business Equipment Corporation

University Physician Associates

Kaitlyn Van Aken

Russell Van Billiard ‘51 *

Robert F. Vass

Manuel J. Vaz ‘72

Michael Vena ‘65

David D. Vetrane ‘69, ‘83

Constance E. Vickers ‘11

Mr. ‘53 and Mrs. ‘55 Julius H. Vince *

Robert Violetta ‘66 *

Bernard Volain ‘73

Anne Marie Vollhardt ‘75

Mary A. Wallace ‘71, ‘73

Stephen H. Walsh ‘72 *

Thomas J. Walsh ‘70

Thomas J. Ward



Joe ‘58 and Maryann ‘58 Wargo

Janet Warren ‘04

Janette Watson ‘80, ‘82

Laurel Watt-Aldredge

Raymond L. Weber ‘74

William P. Weber ‘74

Donald C. Wehner ‘51

Lawrence M. Weinberg ‘67

Steven A. Weiss ‘88

Todd M. Welch ‘80

Loren Wells

Ian D. Welsch ‘05

Kristine Welsh ‘14

Dr. John A. Wheatland ‘74 and Dr. Roxanne
Wheatland

Mary R. Whelan ‘52

Richard Whelan

Kevin A. White ‘81

Jonathan R. Whitlock

David Wickes

Jacqueline B. Wilkens ‘82

Sandra Skalkos Will ‘66

Robert I. Willar ‘68

Karen Sue Williams ‘91, ‘02

Susan D. Williams

Howard B. Wise ‘80

Weronika Wlodarczyk

Katherine J. Wojcik

Mary Wolf ‘60



Andrew Wizner

Alfred R. Wolff

Kevin Wood ‘14

Ralph E. Wroblewski ‘79

Chang Shik Yang

Michael E. Yorkes ‘88 *

Henry S. Youd ‘61

Yanmin Yu, Ph.D. *

Ellen P. Zeigler ‘73

Gary W. Zielinski, Ph.D. ‘70

Julie Zito

Frank A. Zolli ‘97



Consolidated Statement of Activities
ubinaction.com /statement-of-activities/

The University of Bridgeport continues to thrive on its solid foundation despite a sustained environment of
significant strain as Moody’s Investor Services confirmed the negative outlook for the industry of higher
education in December, 2013. As reported in Grant Thornton’s State of Higher Education in 2014,
“Nationwide, enrollments are declining. Student support needs are at an all-time high. Endowment returns
are uncertain. Competition for students from both brick-and-mortar and online universities is fierce.”

In the face of these challenging times, the University is poised to allow transformation through growth and
the implementation of new ideas such as the continuation of the development of online programs,
improved student services and plans to reinvent the nursing program in collaboration with Bridgeport
Hospital/Yale New Haven Health System.

As a result of our continued ability to thrive, the University has issued a new bond, CHEFA E, in the amount
of $25 million. A major portion of the bond supports building of a new residential hall and the demolition of
an old residential hall, which marks a true transformation in action.

http://ubinaction.com/statement-of-activities/
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